The featured high-quality HY-lubricants perfectly match our bolted connections, but there are also limitations, as everywhere. Uneven, too thin, too thick application of the paste, misapplication – maybe sometimes even no HY-lubricant is used? You know that often there is just too little time...

In order to completely avoid these uncertainties and to get a perfect bolting solution, we recommend that you use our professional Tribo-Coating for your screws and washers / nuts.

Tribo-Coating is offered for various needs (e.g. higher corrosion protection for offshore sector) and always adapted to your requirements.

Sometimes you just have to form closer bonds in order to achieve perfect results – don’t you think? If so, please do not hesitate to contact us, we would love to give you more information about our coating solutions!

**Benefits**

- professionally conducted coating
- excludes lubrication application errors
- reduces costs
- conserves resources
- constant coefficient of friction

Learn more?
Call +31 24-3660 660 and visit hytorc.nl